ELIMINATE EMERGENCY POWERS OF GOVERNOR LAMONT

From the moment Ned Lamont stepped onto the podium to announce a “2 week” turned 2 year lockdown, I knew there was something not quite right. Unlike most people whose initial reaction was uncontrollable fear I too at first, was unsure about the sudden onset of a deadly virus sweeping our world.

Not knowing anything about Pandemics, I did a lot of research and found what common sense already told me. Never in history have such measures been forced upon the public! Suggested voluntary closures perhaps, but not forced.

Take the Pandemic of 1918/19 which caused an estimated 25-50 million deaths. The Hong Kong flu in 1968 which caused more than 750,000 deaths. No lockdowns. No masks. No forced vaccines.

H1N1 in 2009 not only caused massive death under the Obama/Biden watch but continues to circulate today as a seasonal flu still causing illness, hospitalization and death! Do you remember hearing about every single case of that? Of course not. No lockdowns, no masks, no forced vaccines! With all the past pandemics, that we’ve lived through, I was expected to believe that this one was the one that was going to wipe out the human race if we didn’t obey all the new, unlawful rules?

Do you even know that the above stated were all considered pandemics? I honestly didn’t. We only know about it this one because it’s been obscenely politicized. We saw illness and death and people in body bags because they wanted us to see it. Who’s “they?” The bought and paid for media. Bought and paid for courtesy of the Biden administration, your beloved Facebook founder Zuckerberg and the local governments such as here in Ct.

This pandemic was very intelligent and favored a socialist agenda! It knew exactly what businesses to infect in order to keep people from working, (to make them dependent on government), while it was innately aware that it should not trespass on liquor stores. Children couldn’t access a proper education or socialize with their friends anymore, but we could all go out and play at Home Depot and Walmart!

Testing? Did we test for H1N1 and report every single positive case of it? Are you even aware that the result of your test has to do with how many times its’ spun? If you’re fearful enough that you’re getting tested every 2 minutes without having symptoms and they want you to be positive, you will be!

And most absurdly, we held healthcare workers at God status for caring for the onslaught of sick people before there was an experimental vaccine and now they are being fired if they choose not to take a still experimental, questionably effective vaccine! Children are smothering under masks covering their beautiful faces believing this is normal- while people in general have gotten used to not getting the required amount of oxygen to their brains. This will all prove to have serious side effects in due time.

As this too, turns to a seasonal flu, this governor and elected officials whose job it is to govern and not control by treading on our Constitutional, God-given rights must be controlled and stripped of his emergency powers immediately!
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